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1.1. Market highlights


Risky assets were mostly positive in February on yield curve steepening context. A few
factors like economies lockdown easing expectations or higher commodity prices fuel the
reflationary scenario.



Interest rates continues to rebound. The 10y UST yield passed above 1.50%. US 2y/10y
spread reached its highest level since 2015. Germany 10y yield rallied from -0.50% to -0.20%
during the month. In the meanwhile, credit spreads continue to be very tight. So far, it is a
positive development for equities.



Many industrial commodities headed up higher as a result of the robust demand recovery
from China and a weaker USD. Copper rallied driven by rising demand, but also by higher
expectations over its use in infrastructure projects related to the green energy transition.
Winter storm in Texas send crude prices near its pre Covid-19 levels, as the state’s refineries
produce 40% of total US oil production. This is confirming the reflationary theory. Is the
relative to equities bear market ending ? Gold is not benefiting from the move for the
moment.



US real estate market is booming. Houses prices exceeded 2006 levels in a few area/states.
As they did in the past, US consumers are increasing their mortgage to spend money or
invest on the stock markets. Long term interest rates above 2% could dampen this trend…



The Biden relief package of USD 1.9T has been approved by the House of Representatives.
The Senate step may be trickier even if the minimum salary of USD 15/hours will been
removed from the plan. The treasury secretary, Janet Yellen, supports the aid package
proposal, as she believes that unemployment is a far larger concern for the US recovery than
inflation.
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1.1. Market highlights


Is Super Mario the game changer to reduce the European North/South divide ? We exposed
many times consequences of the two-speed European economy. Mr. Draghi will probably not
be able to revolution Italian’s political system, but thanks to its network and notoriety, he may
lead Europe to a more integrated area. In the short term, the news helped the 10y BTP spread
to German Bund to reach its lowest level since 2015.



Earnings surprise published during the month were mostly positive and estimate revisions
continue to trend higher. The most economically-sensitive sector that suffered the strongest
from the pandemic should likely see the largest rebound this year. The “one-shot” J&J vaccine
arrival on the market will improve logistic supply.



UK equity market may be the winner of 2021. The Brexit is behind and many UK stocks are
trading with a discount of 15-20% vs foreign peers. BoE implied negative interest rates if
needed during its last meeting. UK vaccinated its people faster than any other country in
Europe. The GBP is already recovering since the beginning of the year.
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1.2. A brightening economy


It is fair to say that the risks of economic overheating have increased in the past few months.



January was a difficult month, dominated by a sluggish start to the vaccination rollout. Yet US
producer price inflation boomed back. Eurozone inflation also jumped to 0.9% year-on-year in
January. The acceleration in German inflation, however, was mainly due to the reversal of a VAT tax
cut at the end of 2020.



Data for retail sales were possibly even more surprising. Consumers remained largely inactive last
month in the U.S., but sales were up strongly on the year before…

Source: IHS Markit, FT, Bloomberg.
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1.2. A brightening economy


Homebuilding companies are saying these are the best conditions in more than three decades.
Demand for housing remains extremely high, and the pandemic accelerated a trend of people leaving
cities for more space in the suburbs.



Prices for industrial and multifamily properties continued to grow in 2020 at about the same pace as
in the past several years, while prices of office buildings and retail establishments started to fall.



New home sales rose 4.3% in January. And US home prices increased 10.4% in December 2020
compared with December 2019.
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price NSA Index

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and the Treasury Department, Yardeni.com.
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1.2. A brightening economy


The bond market is central to setting interest rates for Americans’ mortgages.



The Fannie Mae 30-year mortgage is generally used as a benchmark for U.S. home loans. The recent
sharp increase is enabled by the current low rates, although these have been the norm for a while.



Without a sustained increase in wages, continued upward pressure on yields could endanger the U.S.
housing recovery.

Source: Bloomberg.
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1.2. A brightening economy
 New US unemployment filings fell further, in a sign of easing pressure on the job market.
 Job postings dropped sharply last spring, before beginning a slow climb back. Now they are higher than a
year ago.
 But there are other ways to look at the labor market more objectively. The percentage of the US workingage population holding full-time jobs shows that the job market has lost six years of progress, even after
the recent recovery.
 And wages appear to have stabilized at levels well below pre-Covid times.
US Average Hourly Earnings All Employees (YoY %)

Full Time Employees relative to Working-age population

Source: Bloomberg, US Department of Labor, CNBC, Ideed, Real Investment Advice.
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1.2: PMIs Manufacturing vs PMIs Services


In Europe, services PMIs are contracting while manufacturing PMIs are expanding. Europe has been using
more restrictive, widespread and longer lockdowns than in the US.



Services is a more contact-intensive activity than manufacturing goods. It is also more dependent of crossborder tourism and business travel. Therefore, services is recovering at a slower pace than merchandise
volumes.

Markit US Manufacturing vs Services

Markit Eurozone Manufacturing vs Services

Source: Bloomberg, 28/02/2021
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1.2. Italy: Mario to the rescue


Maybe this is what Mario Draghi meant when he said he would do “whatever it takes” to save the euro ?



Mr. Draghi has accepted a request from Italy’s president to form a national unity government after the last
coalition collapsed. Mr. Draghi's experience and his deep connections with key European players fuel hopes
for a stronger and more fiscally integrated union.



Back in 2012, as a freshly installed chairman of the ECB, Draghi’s promise convinced markets that the
eurozone could muddle through its sovereign debt crisis. Today, however, circumstances are different and
Mario Draghi will have to deal with the country's political divisions and limited financial resources.
For a second time, Mario Draghi has pushed Italy’s political spread sown

Source: Julius Baer, Financial Times.
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1.2. Italy: Mario to the rescue
What will Draghi inherits ?

Vaccine

After a slow start, the campaign has accelerated but much more is needed to reach herd immunity by the second half of
the year.

Economy

Draghi takes the reins of an economy that was still struggling to recover from the 2008 global financial crisis when the
pandemic hit.

Deficit

The government must seek approval for EUR 30 billion of extra deficit as the country is facing the most severe
economic crisis in its postwar history.

Stimulus

A 222.9 billion euro recovery plan has been adopted by the Council of Ministers, but it will take time before it is fully
implemented. The Italian plan will be presented to Brussels at the end of April.

Banks

Italy spent EUR 5.4 billion in 2017 to rescue Monte Paschi, leaving the state with a 64% stake. The bank now needs
another EUR 2.5 billion to rebuild its capital reserves. Italy is negotiating a sale of the Monte Paschi to Unicredit but a
change of the bank's CEO has blocked negotiations.

Source: Bloomberg, Mirabaud.
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1.4. Long term views


The current economic environment has nothing in common with past recessions. Thanks to fiscal and
monetary support measures, there has been almost no “destruction” of demand. Governments around
the world will extend or renew their support to the private sector. There is currently no limit to
government spending because there is no price to pay. It would be foolish (for governments) not to take
advantage of it.



Rates will stay low to negative; Central banks will finance the excess spending. “Unlimited” spending will
last as long as confidence remains. Europe lags behind Asia and USA.



Vaccines are the catalyst for a strong economic rebound in the second half of 2021. Europe, EM and
Value should catch up some of the lost ground in 2021. Sectors are more important than regions. If
growth accelerates and inflation rises, value will outperform. Japan, Europe, EM markets, mining,
industrials, financials equities could outperform. With the help of central banks, rates cannot rise
therefore, local EM bonds, TIPS, and spreads products will outperform treasuries, that is if FED
implements yield curve control at one point.



Covid-19 reinforces the trend toward deglobalization or less globalization. Robotization, AI and data
management, are themes that have many years to go. The world will have two deal with two
technological, military, and economic powers (Asia-China, Occidental-US). Asia remains the engine of
global growth along with the USA.



Real interest rate will continue to sink, especially in the US, this is not true ytd. We believe this is a pause
in a downward trend in real rates. US twin deficits will grow, a long-term weakening of the dollar is
probable, but one must remain vigilant, because it there is a consensus. A counter rally is possible in the
next few weeks, especially if markets remain nervous.
Source: Premyss.
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1.4. Long term views


Europe made a first step toward a fiscal union in May 2020, Europe will be able to levy taxes, it is a
game changer. It strengthens the credibility of the Euro. The COVID-19 crisis and Brexit are
opportunities to deepen European integration. Nevertheless, Europe is struggling to manage the health
crisis, vaccinations are slow, there are disagreements on how to help the real economy.



Demand will be strong in low carbon emitting infrastructure and green energy, thanks to regulation and
government spending. Be careful valuations in this space. This should also support demand for
industrial metals.



Gold is (was?) in a bull market; It is a hedge against low (or lower) real interest rates, the opportunity
cost is nil. It is a good portfolio diversifier. Recent declines have worsened the technical situation. Are
there still big sellers? A fall down to 1550 is now possible. For the time being we think it is a cyclical bear
market in a secular uptrend.



Equities will deliver better (real) returns than bonds over the next ten years, but expect lower than
average historical returns, valuations don’t matter until they do.



Investments in straight government and corporate bonds should be made using the cheapest possible
vehicles. Avoid sure loss-making instruments.



Portfolio volatility should be managed through option strategies.



Has the Nasdaq/Tech “candle” (sharp upward acceleration at the end of a multi-year uptrend, which at
one-point reverses quickly) started its downward phase? For the time being the answer is no. The
squeeze shorts of the last week of January reminds us that we have reached an explosive phase. This is
an end-of-cycle feature. Since November, there has been a change in leadership. For the first time since
2009, there may be a secular shift in favor of the most cyclical assets. The secular bull market goes on.
Source: Premyss.
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2.1. Equity Performance Review




Most equity markets closed February with positive returns, despite a drop towards the end of the
month. Switzerland and Brazil ended the month in negative territory.
The Italian market reacted positively to the announcement of a new government led by Mario Draghi.
China slowed after having outperformed in previous months.

Source: Bloomberg 28/02/21.
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2.1. Sector Performance Review


Cyclicals (Energy, Materials, Industrials and Financials) are leading the rally.



Defensive sectors (Utilities, Healthcare and Consumer Staples) fall out of favor as investors embrace
risk.

Source: Bloomberg 28/02/21.
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2.3. Performance Review, FX and commodities





GBP rallies on its successful vaccination
campaign. Low-yielders (JPY and CHF)
struggle.
Oil has risen close to pre-Covid-19 level.
Precious metals decline as optimism over
global growth increases.

Source: Bloomberg 28/02/21.
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3.1. Long-term investment strategy


We think diversification into long-term themes will provide real benefits to traditional sector
allocation in the current investment landscape. Many sectors (such as the car market) are
disrupted and challenged by technological developments.



Short term noise may bring volatility up but we focus on secular trends: implementation of our
Innovation-societal impact-environmental footprint 3-dimensional approach.



Our equity exposure is centered around: Technology (Robots, Cybersecurity, Artificial
Intelligence), Biotechnology, Societal as well as Environmental impacts.



We continue to look for opportunities to increase our equity exposure on weakness. But actual
levels are stretched.



In a context of low interest rates, “bond proxy” equity dividend strategies (companies with solid
balance sheets) seem attractive to us. We focus on companies that could pay dividends again next
year.
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3.2. Current Asset Allocation
 Our current allocation is 49.4% Risky Assets*, 9% Investment Grade Bonds in our Balanced EUR portfolio model.
Asset
allocation

Equity allocation: neutral.
Bonds: underweighted.
Cash: neutral.
Core allocation
Regions/
sectors

Equities

Investment
style, stock
selection

Duration
Bonds &
currencies

Commodities

• Developed Markets (USA and Europe).
• Emerging Markets, China & Vietnam.

Tactical allocation
• UK basket.

• Large cap non cyclical companies in Europe.
• Global growth themes.

• L/S alternatives.

• “Bond proxy” dividend selection.
• Sustainable finance strategies.
• Short duration (short-term HY and mediumterm IG in Europe).
• Short duration in USD.

Bond
segments

• Investment Grade USD and Euro, High Yield
corporates EURO.

• Convertible bonds.

Currencies

• Neutral.

• Crypto basket.

• Gold.

• Copper.

* Risky Assets = Equities + ( High Yield Bonds * 0.6 factor)
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Source: KBR.
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4. Fixed Income Indices Y-T-D performance

Main Fixed Income Indices
ICE BofA US Corporate
ICE BofA US Treasury
ICE BofA All Maturity US Inflation-Linked Treasury
ICE BofA US High Yield
ICE BofA Euro Corporate
ICE BofA Euro Government
ICE BofA All Euro Government Inflation-Linked
ICE BofA Euro High Yield
ICE BofA High Grade US Emerging Markets Corporate
ICE BofA US Emerging Markets External Sovereign

Year-to-date
at Feb-end
-3,15%
-3,38%
-1,91%
0,73%
-0,91%
-2,47%
-0,90%
1,01%
-1,76%
-4,07%

Change in bps OAS
at Feb-end
-8

Spreads in bps

Duration in years

95

-29
-4

357
89

-31
-18
-1

324
140
288

8,19
7,18
5,03
4,01
5,39
8,68
5,58
3,58
6,67
8,55

Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. Inflation versus Growth: Breakevens versus Real yields


Steepening of yield curves -10 year & 30 year US Treasury hitting highs with higher volatility-: US curve as
steep as in end 2016-beginning 2017. However recent move in real yields: breakevens falling despite
supportive inflation data resulting in 10year-yield shooting higher=>rise in real yields commensurate with
an better economic outlook (not so negative for risky assets).



Inflation higher in short term: thanks to a combination of base effects/supply disruptions/potential
mismatch between speed at which demand returns for some goods & services & companies ability to restart
production=>continuing to drive Government bonds’ slope steepening.



More persistent increase in inflationary pressures longer to build (especially in the Eurozone): but
combination of output-gap closure and inflation expectations well-supported with both fiscal & monetary
accommodative policies leading to reflation over the medium-term.



ECB: not comfortable with an “unwarranted rise in real yields” leading to financial conditions tightening.

Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. Inflation versus Growth: Breakevens versus Real yields


US Congress working on next relief package
(expectations of Biden signing before unemployment
supplements expiring on March 14th).



FOMC Minutes noting increase in market-based
measures of inflation: Federal Reserve Members
seeing 5-year breakevens hitting core PCE-adjusted
of 2% for 1st time since 2013 but needing to see
upward pressure persisting, & goal of Federal
Reserve of achieving maximum employment would
take some more time…



In spite of recent real yields rise, financial conditions
remaining supportive.

Inflation Drivers
CYCLICAL
POLICY

Factors

Medium-Term Impact

Output Gap
Inflation Expectations

demand/supply recovery & Monetary/Fiscal monetaries to close output gap sooner
Strong central banks commitments turning expectations around

Fiscal
Monetary
Central Banks new strategy

Governments allowing larger deficits than before
CBs reacting decisively & standing ready to act to provide more accommodation if needed
FED dropping its 2% inflation target & ECB review to follow & remaining dovish

Technology/E-commerce
STRUCTURAL Income Inequality
Ageing population
De-globalisation

Tech increasing competition & improving productivity
lower-end of income having higher propensity to consume hit harder by pandemic
Investment to decline faster than savings, lowering demand
Companies likely to prioritise resilience of supply chains over costs
Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. Inflation versus Growth: Breakevens versus Real yields
New
York
Fed
economists
Tobias
Adrian,
Richard
Crump, and Emanuel
Moench (or 'ACM')
present Treasury term
premia estimates for
maturities from one to
ten years from 1961 to
the present.
ACM
further estimate fitted
yields and the expected
average
short-term
rates for the same set
of maturities. The
analysis is based on a
five-factor,
noarbitrage
term
structure model.
Turned positive on Feb
11th & starting to be a
yield curve steepening
contributor.
Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. Downside risk to credit: where are we in the credit cycle

RECOVERY
Corporates:
i) growth return
ii) earnings recover
and iii) corporate remaining
disciplined
but iv) defaults peak
while credit conditions still easy

EXPANSION
Corporates:
i) risk appetite increase
ii) leverage increase
iii) activity in M&A, share buybacks
iv) credit growth accelerate
v) default rate low

DOWNTURN
Corporates:
i) earnings deteriorate
ii) leverage increase rapidly
iii) defaults on the rise

REPAIR
Corporates:
i) actively looking to deleverage
ii) cutting costs
iii) raising equity
iv) defaults rate continue to rise
v) idiosyncratic risks remain high

Central Banks:
i) neutral as risks skewed to the upside

Central Banks:
i) looking to tighten, scare of asset bubble
ii) higher inflation

Central Banks:
Slower to respond but credit conditions
tighten while monetary policy remaining
easy

Central Banks:
Easing agressively,credit conditions to
improve

Investors:
Cautiously optmistic, looking to increase
risk
Moving down the credit spectrum

Investors:
Lowering yield curve risk positionning

Investors:
Seeking to derisk, putting on flight-toquality trades

Investors:
Cautious, increasing liquidity,
defensive positionning but flows positive

Source: KBR.
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4. Downside risk to credit


Downside risk to credit market: QE (quantitative easing) taper-scare because:
1. Credit flows highly QE-sensitive: 2018 period good illustration (ECB tapered corporate bond QE while
the FED shrunk its balance sheet).
2. Valuations reflecting a significant QE-premium (several valuation metrics at levels only QE can
justify): extraordinary policy measures i.e. loan guarantees, moratoriums, regulatory forbearance.
Credit default
premium (or what
current spreads
compensate for default
risk 12-months
forward) hovering at
20-year low.



3. Policy tightening pricing inevitable by market participants.
4. Cyclical to underperform as tapering taking place against bullish economic sentiment.
BUT neither the Fed nor the ECB to taper this year (ECB PEPP running till March 2022).
ECB Emergency bond
buying barely picked up
and apparently
redemptions weighing
down on ECB’s net bond
purchases last week.
Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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5.1. Equities : Takeaways from the US earnings season
 With about three-quarter of S&P 500 companies reporting, roughly 80% have beaten profit
estimates, according to FactSet.
 The forward 12-month P/E ratio is 21.5, which is well above the 5-year average of 17.7. While the
index reported a quarterly growth in earnings of 3.9%, which is in line the 5-year average
earnings growth rate of 3.8%, according to Factset.
S&P500 Forward 12-Month P/E Ratio : 5 years and 10 years

Source : Factset, Earnings Insight, February 26th 2021
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5.1. Equities : Takeaways from the EU earnings season
 With about a fifth of STOXX 600 companies having reported, roughly 70% have beaten profit
estimates, according to Refinitiv I/B/E/S.
 Fourth quarter revenue is expected to decrease 9.8% and earnings is expected to decrease 16.5%
from Q4 2019.

STOXX 600 index : YoY Growth Rate

Source : Refinitiv I/B/E/S data, February 23rd 2021
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5.1. Equities : Brighter times for the Brits?
 UK leads the vaccination race. The rapid pace of vaccine rollout offers hope for an early economic
recovery. We expect a vigorous rebound in the second half of the year.
 The UK equity market is heavily overweight in stocks that stand to benefit from a successful vaccine
rollout. Cyclical sectors like materials, industrials and oil & gas accounts for nearly 31% of the index,
while financials make another 18% of the index.
 The relative valuation of the FTSE100 index compared to the European Equities is at an all time low.
The discount over the last years is mainly due to the chaotic Brexit and more lately due to the
pandemic. As visibility improved, we expect investors to return into UK equities reducing the current
discount.
EuroStoxx600/FTSE 100 – 12-month forward P/E

Source: Bloomberg, Weisshorn Asset Management as of February 22nd 2021
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5.1. Equities : Should we expect a revival in Global
dividend payment ?
 In 2020, the global dividend payouts slumped 12.2% according to Janus Henderson. One in eight
companies canceled its dividend payout altogether, while one in five made a cut. The most
affected sectors were Banks, Oil&Gas, Mining and Consumer Discretionary companies, while
Europe was the most impacted region
 This year, the global dividends should increase by 5%. The report from Janus Hendersen,
however, expects companies to pay special dividends in 2021, utilizing strong cash positions to
compensate for declines in distributions in 2020.
Janus Henderson’s Global Dividend Index:
The dividend cut on an Country-Level

Janus Henderson’s Global Dividend Index:
The dividend cut on an Sector-Level

Source : Reuters, Mirabaud’s Morning News & Insight, February 24th 2021
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5.1. Equities : Sector’s sensitivity to higher yields
 Sectors preferred in a rising rate environment are financials, information technologies and industrials.
Consumer staples, utilities and real estate have the lowest sensitivity to the 10-year yields.
 For equity styles, Credit Suisse observes ,that small caps, value and cyclicals have the highest sensitivity
to the US 10-year yields.
Beta of equity markets to US 10 year yields (over 10 to 25 years)

Source : Investment Alert 19/02/2021 , Credit Suisse, Datastream
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5.2. Green Gazette


EUROPE
 Porsche : More than 80% of Porsche vehicles sold will be electric by 2030 - Bloomberg, citing Bild
am Sonntag.
 Air Liquide, Siemens Energy sign MoU on electrolyzer partnership.
 Russia’s largest gold miner (Polyus) will power its two biggest mines with hydropower, as private
businesses step up efforts to reduce emissions across the country’s vast industrial sector. The
move would mean 90% of its gold production would be powered by renewable energy.
 Total : the company said more than a fifth of its net investments of about $12 billion this year will
go into renewables and electricity. In a gesture toward the growing importance of cleaner energy,
the company proposed changing its name to TotalEnergies.
 Europe’s biggest wind power generator Iberdrola pledged to invest 150 billion euros on tripling
its renewable capacity and doubling its network assets by 2030, bolstered by a rise in annual net
profit. Years of investment in low-emission generation and power grids have put the Spanish
group squarely on investors’ radars as a beneficiary of an accelerating global pivot towards
running economies on renewably-sourced electricity.



ASIA
 China : the number of registered newborns drops 15% in 2020 to 10.04 mio births.
 India : energy use in India has doubled since 2000, with most of the demand met by coal and oil.
Demand is expected to grow 35% until 2030, down from 50% before the pandemic. Solar energy
makes up less than 4% of India’s electricity generation with coal accounting for an estimated 70%.
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5.2. Green Gazette


US
 The EIA published its annual Energy Outlook. They expect WTI to reach USD 50.2 this year and
USD 51.5 by 2022 with a decrease of the US production to 11 mios barrels per day in 2021.
 For renewables, they expect the share in the electricity generation mix to double by 2050. Solar and
wind generation will mainly drive production from 21% to 42%. Solar energy will generate most of
the energy production.
 Those expectations of the EIA are much more conservative than Biden’s program which targets zerocarbon electricity by 2035. To reach Biden’s objectives significant investments will be needed very
soon and he will certainly try to obtain a vote on his program before the mid-term elections.

Source: US Energy Information Administration.
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5.2. Green Gazette
 The CEO of Total warned of “crazy” valuations in the renewable sector. The CEO of GLJ
Research said “I think we’re 100 per cent in a green bubble”. The S&P Global Clean Energy
index, which tracks the share price of 30 companies, has almost doubled in value in the past
year, giving it a valuation of more than 40 times its companies expected profits, compared to
about 23 for blue-chip US stocks, according to Bloomberg data.
 Equity funds accounted for more than US 230 bn of inflows into this segment last year, said
Morningstar. A flurry of green SPACs have also hit the market in search of acquisitions targets.
% of S&P companies releasing sustainability reports

Source: Governance & Accountability Institute, Inc 2019 Research.
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6.1. Cross Assets: the commodities recovery
 Trends of the post-vaccine environment are intensifying, and the strongest signal of this is emanating
from commodities. Crude Oil is now back to its average levels for the last six years. Bloomberg’s index
of Industrial Metals is now at its highest level since early 2013. All of these signs are unambiguously
positive for the economy.
 With the reopening of economies, fiscal stimulus, ultraloose monetary policies and “tolerated”
inflation, could we be witnessing the end of the Commodities down cycle ?
Commodities vs MSCI world

 Joe Biden is expected to order a 100-day review of critical supply chains to reduce US dependence on
China, including for rare earths used in cars or weapons.
Source: Bloomberg, US Global Investors.
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Conclusions


Helped by vaccination campaign, new cases are falling down around
the World; Reopening is coming.



Vaccine arrival is a game changer in the medium term; countries with
the best logistic execution may be the winners.



Central Banks are your friends (more than ever) !



Look for decorrelated assets and strategies.



Avoid Zombie company bonds, crisis will impact default rates !



The global economical situation should benefit to Emerging markets
and continue to put pressure on USD.
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Appendix
1. PMIs and MSCI World
2. Global bonds, MSCI World equities, US 10 year yield
3. Equities vs bonds ?
4. Bitcoin
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Appendix 1: PMIs and MSCI World

Source: Bloomberg, 26/02/2021
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Appendix 2: Global bonds, MSCI World equities,
US 10 year yield


Can interest rates go lower?
Global bonds, MSCI World equities, US 10 year yield

?

Source: Bloomberg, 26/02/21.
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Appendix 3: Equities vs bonds ?


Dividend yields are again higher then interest rates on both sides of the Atlantic.

Eurostoxx 50 dividend yield vs 2-year Bund yield (blue)

S&P 500 dividend yield vs 2-year US Treasury yield (blue)

1.5162
2.1322

-0.6629

0.1270

Source: Bloomberg, 26/02/21.
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Appendix 4: Bitcoin
BTC / USD

All-time highs !

Source: Bloomberg, 26/02/2021.
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Disclaimer :
This document is made available exclusively to clients of Weisshorn Asset
Management under discretionary portfolio management who has expressly
requested to receive such information and documents (such as analysis, research,
report, commentary and/or fact sheet). It shall not be communicated to any third
party.
The information and opinions (including positioning) contained on this document
are for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, offer or recommendation
to sell or acquire any securities, effect any transaction or to enter into any legal
relations. More particularly, no information, document or opinions (including
positioning) provided on this website regarding services or products shall constitute
or be construed as an offer or solicitation to sell or acquire securities or other
instruments in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation is prohibited by law
or in which the person making an offer or solicitation is not licensed or registered to
do so or to any person to whom such offer or solicitation is contradictory to local
law or regulation. Any such prohibited offer or solicitation is void and Weisshorn
Asset Management will disregard any communication received in respect thereof.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of current or
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
regarding future performance. Clients are urged to be assisted by professionals to
assess the possibilities and risks associated with any financial operation before
making any investment or other decisions.
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